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MacGruber!
Wed, 2010-11-24 12:18 — Robin Olson
What makes us fall in love with a cat? Is it the color of their fur? The length of their coat? Their purr? What is it that makes us
go out of our way to make their life better? To want to protect them from harm? To see them slumbering peacefully on a soft
bed-that is usually one they share with us?

©2010 Bobby Stanford. Busted out of Henry Co.
This is MacGruber. He was rescued barely 24 hours ago from Henry County Care & Control. Even though he's twice the age of
cats I can normally rescue, I didn't care. There's something about his playful expression, the way he holds himself, relaxed, at
ease with the world, confident. He did not know he had little time left to live, he just knew he was living his life in a cage and
well, that's just how things go.

©2010 Bobby Stanford. Mr Chillaxin'
I'm partial to black and white, long haired cats. MacGruber is not that cat. Something about him spoke to me and that was it. I
would go to the moon for him. I don't know why. When I rescued him I didn't even know if he was friendly.
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©2010 Bobby Stanford. MacGruber loves his new friend.
I didn't have to worry about MacGruber's personality. Bobby picked up Mac from HCCAC, then drove him to East Lake, our Vet.
He meowed along the way, but was not particularly stressed. Once he arrived, the staff took one look at him and just had to
get their hands on him! With out hesitation, this boy was ready to be snuggled by strangers. He didn't care if they were long
lost friends or a new acquaintance. He was ready for some LOVE.

©2010 Bobby Stanford. How much love can one kitten take? A lot!
Bobby reported that MacGruber just wanted to snuggle with everyone. He was easy to handle. The Vet got a kick out of him.
He didn't put up a fuss or make any trouble at all.
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©2010 Bobby Stanford. I love YOU more!
It seems, I'm not the only one who has a crush on MacGruber. He knew a life of love before he ever went near a Kill Shelter.
Whoever gave him up must miss him dearly. He is pure in his love, somehow unscathed by what has befallen him.

©2010 Bobby Stanford. Nice heart and lung sounds. Oh..and nice kitten.
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©2010 Bobby Stanford. CHEEZ WHIZ! Or...sneaky way to deliver a pill?

©2010 Bobby Stanford. Mac makes the rounds and impresses all the babes.
The vetting, completed, Bobby drove Mac to Bobbie's house where he'll be living for a few weeks until Izzy and Mark transport
him to the northeast. Bobbie thought he was lovely and ever so friendly. Everyone who's met him has wanted to adopt him.
There are jokes he'll never leave Georgia and find his home before then!

©2010 Bobby Stanford. MacGruber with Bobbie. What a smile he has!
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I hope that's not the case, because I have a big, gooey crush on MacGruber. Every time I look at a photo of him, I smile. He's a
dear boy and I'm so grateful and delighted that I could save his life. With Bobby and Bobbie's (!) help, and a ride from Izzy and
Mark and we'll be all set. Next stop, forever home!

©2010 Bobbie Coker. Carpeting feels a lot better than sitting in cat litter.

©2010 Bobbie Coker. A big smile and a big heart-now is the time to relax and enjoy life.
As we gather together with our families to give Thanks on the cusp of this holiday, there's one little orange cat, who gives
thanks for his life and the chance for a VERY happy Holiday season to come.
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Comments
Wed, 2010-11-24 12:40 — Janiss (not verified)

Oh, he is PRECIOUS! I am glad

[10]

[11]

Oh, he is PRECIOUS! I am glad he is on the East Coast - we do NOT need a fourth cat.
Wed, 2010-11-24 12:56 — Grace St. Clair (not verified) [12]

MacGruber

[13]
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A total prince charming...
Wed, 2010-11-24 15:28 — I AHVE CAT (not verified)

MacGRUBER

[14]

[15]

I love him what a sweet kitty! Robin are you keeping hiM?!?!?!
Mon, 2010-11-29 15:39 — Amy and The Hou... [16]

What a cutie!

[17]

Oh, just from the pictures it is so obvious why you fell in love with him - heck I am totally in love with him from his pics too!
What a cutie! And boy he sounds like just such a sweetie too. Whoever adopts him is very lucky indeed!
Sun, 2012-03-11 18:18 — Catnonymouse (not verified)

Oh, what a beautiful and

[18]

Oh, what a beautiful and lucky kitty! I am so glad he was rescued, an know he will have a life full of love. We are full up with
6 kitties, and no more room, so like the other commenter, I'm glad he's an east-coast kitty, and doubly glad he found a
furrever home! Purrs and headbonks, Mac!
Sun, 2012-03-11 19:00 — Bobbie [19]

Loved, loved fostering

[20]

this boy! He was always smiling :)
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